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To describe the stretching vibrations in a molecule,

it is better to use the Morse oscillator model than the

simple harmonic oscillator model. The Hamiltonian

for a Morse oscillator is [1]

H =
p2

2µ
+De(1− e−αr)2 (1)

Where r is the deviation of the bond length from its

equilibrium value, µ is the reduced mass, De and α

are the Morse dissociation energy and exponent, re-

spectively. Alternatively De and α can be replaced by

the Morse frequency ω and anharmonicity ωx,

ω = α

√
2De

µ
(2)

ωx = α2h̄/2µ (3)

k =
ω

ωx
=

2

αh̄

√
2Deµ (4)

The n-th eigenvalue and eigenfunction of a Morse

oscillator are:

|n〉 = Nne
−y/2y(k−2n−1)/2Lk−2n−1

n (y) (5)

En = h̄ω(n+
1

2
)− h̄ωx(n+

1

2
)2 (6)

where

y = ke−αr

Nn = [
αn!(k − 2n− 1)

Γ(k − n)
]1/2 (7)

Γ(z) and Lk−2n−1
n are the gamma function and the

associated Laguerre function, respectively.

FIG. 1. Morse potential and its harmonic approximation.

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morse potential)

In the local mode model for a XY2 type molecule

like H2S, as a good approximation, the two H-S

stretching vibration modes can be considered as two

degenerated Morse oscillators with additional cou-

pling terms:

H = H0 +H1

H0 =
p21 + p22

2µ
+De[(1− e−αr1)2 + (1− e−αr2)2]

H1 = grr′p1p2 + frr′r1r2 (8)

where µ = mSmH

mS+mH
and grr′ = cos β

mS
. mH , mS are

the values of the atomic mass of Hydrogen and Sul-

fur, respectively. β = 92.11◦ is the equilibrium H-S-H

angle.

You are supposed to determine the energy lev-

els of the main isotopologue of the hydrogen sulfide

molecule (H32
2 S). Our suggestions are as following:

Try to give the matrix presentation of the Hamilto-

nian. Use the Morse oscillator model when calcu-

lating the H0 terms, and use the harmonic oscilla-

tor basis functions as approximate Morse oscillator

functions when calculating the contribution from the

H1 term (Harmonic Coupled Anharmonic Oscillators,

HCAO model). Use parameters De = 38667.2857



2

cm−1, α = 1.6627 Å−1, frr′ = −987.05 cm−1Å−2,

to calculate the energy levels below 20000 cm−1

(1 eV=8065.5409 cm−1): energies (in cm−1) and

wavefunctions (4 largest components). Compare your

results with the experimental values given in Table. I

(Ref. [2] and references there in). Note that the zero

point energy has been removed therefore the ground

state energy is zero.

You may get additional BONUS if you can refine

the parameters (De, α, and frr′) according to the

experimental values based on a least-squares fitting

procedure.

TABLE I. Observed vibrational energy levels of H32
2 S. (in

cm−1)

n m Ev n m Ev

0 0 0.0000 4 0 + 9911.023

1 0 + 2614.4079 4 0 - 9911.023

1 0 - 2628.4552 3 1 + 10188.301

2 0 + 5144.9862 3 1 - 10194.448

2 0 - 5147.2205 5 0 ± 12149.458

1 1 + 5243.1014 4 1 + 12524.628

3 0 + 7576.3833 4 1 - 12525.202

3 0 - 7576.5466 6 0 ± 14291.122

2 1 + 7752.2638 7 0 ± 16334.162

2 1 - 7779.3208
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